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Thought of the week

Anything that makes
weak – physically,
intellectually and

spiritually, reject it as
poison. 

– Swami Vivekananda
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Subhartipuram : The opening of seven

days national workshop on the topic

‘Preparing of Research Proposal- A

Multidisciplinary approach’ was held in

the Malviya Auditorium of Engineering

Department. 

Vice Chancellor Dr. N.K.Ahuja  inaugu-

rated the program by lighting the lamp

in the presence of chairperson Dr.

Jayant Shekhar, Deans, Principals, re-

search scholars and faculty members.

The session was started by co-chairper-

son Dr. Balvinder Bedi  who introduced

about the purpose of workshop.

Dr. Archana Rani from Fine Arts Depart-

ment of RGPG College conducted the

first session where she defined the

procedure of selecting research

problems. With her presentations, she

defined various measures to select

issues and areas related to research.

After the tea break and a small

discussion session, the first day pro-

gram was concluded. 

The next day Dr. Pradeep Mishra from

Education Department of CCS

University delivered his views on

procedure of writing the research ab-

stract. He also defined the need of re-

search study, statements of problems in

research proposal and various key

word definitions. 

One week National workshop in Subharti
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Swati Mishra

Communication is

very important for

every living being

either it is animal,

bird or human being.

All are gifted with

the power to

communicate in some way or the other. 

Human are the most developed

creature of God who is also gifted with

the power of thinking. With his thoughts

and imagination, he created words,

languages and writing to   communicate

efficiently. There are thousands of

languages in this world which are

discovered by humen. With the

development of their brain and thought

he discovered various means to

communicate. Today in this 21st

century, he is able to talk and commu-

nicate to far   distant places with the

help of words and technology. He has

also developed tools for easy mass

communication. The media world    op-

erates with the help of these           mass

communication tools which are in the

form of electronic media, print media

and social media. We never know what

new developments will be done in

future but yes without communication

nothing is    possible. 

Hence for every activity, develop-

ment and research, communication is

essentially required. Either its verbal,

non verbal or written, the value of com

munication can’nt be ignored. Commu-

nication is not just important for human

beings but for every living being to

sustain. 

Faculty memebers attending seven days national workshop at Malviya Auditorium.

The need of communication



Current Affairs
•India seeks to restart talks with

Panama on TIEA to dig up dirty money

•Mother Teresa conferred with

Founders Award posthumously in UK

•RBI Chief Rajan Says Need to Improve

Health of Banks

•IT Department Activates E-filing for

Three More ITRs 

•American Tower to Invest $2 Billion

More in India-telecoms Minister 

•PM Launches Stand up India to

Promote Financial Inclusion

•IMF Chief Amps up Call to Boost

Global Growth as Risks Increase 

•Arun Jaitley said :The government

will push for consolidation of the

public sector banks once they are

recapitalised and strengthened,

Finance Minister 

•India's Sugar Exports Halt as Prices

Surge on Lower Output Forecast

•Petrol Hiked by Rs 2.19 Per Litre,

Diesel by 98 Paise 

•Adani Enterprises Up 6 Percent After

Company Wins Mining Leases in

Australia

•IT Department Launches Tax

Calculator; E-filing of Few ITRs

Begins 

•'Karnataka is India's Top Job Creator' 
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Child lobour:  a serious
issue of developing society 

NikitaChaudhary

Child labour is

becoming a

serious social

problem in India.

We know that

every child is the

hope and future of our nation. But,

child labour spoils and destroys the

future of little childeren. Even as per

the India constitutional laws, child

labour is a serious crime. A child

who is below the age of 14 cannot

be employed but still various

children are working long hours in

small and large industries, factories

and other sectors to earn little

money for their families. 

A child below poverty line

becomes a labour because their

parents insist them to do such jobs

to satisfy their financial needs. Child

labour is banned in India, still most

of the children are working as

laborers. Government should

ensure that each and every child

gets the opportunity to go to school

for getting proper education to

improve their   future. Even several

government schools are developed

to provide basic education to little

children who are deprived of their

basic right due to their financial

condition. These government and

non government schools also pro-

vide books and meals along with

basic education. Education is a

must for every child as nowadays il-

literates person can  not survive in

developing society.   Illiteracy is also

a very big reason for criminal activi-

ties happening in our society.

Hence, to prevent child labour it is

very important to  educate child as

they are the “Bright and Right “fu-

ture of our nation. Each and every

child have right to enjoy his or her

childhood by taking part in various

playing and studying activities.

An increase in employment

opportunity for adult would help in

overcoming the problem of poverty.

To stop child labour it is very

important that laws should be

enforced and implemented strictly

by our government.


